
  

 

MEADOWPARK MATTERS NEWSLETTER 01.11.19 

I’m not sure that everyone fully benefitted from the extra hour last 

Sunday – from the feedback I had it was an ‘excuse to pack more things 

into the day’ and ‘unfortunately the kids woke up early anyway.’ I had to 

stop myself from doing too much and actually set a reminder to switch 

off all devices, ignoring text messages and Instagram updates, run a bath, 

light candles and listen to some favourite music. I felt fantastic 

afterwards and slept extremely well that night. Note to self: grab as many 

daylight hours as possible and chill and still regularly. 

This week we have been asking staff and pupils about their thoughts on the Knox Academy vision 

statement that pupils, staff and stakeholders have contributed to and I was a little sad to note that 2 

Meadowpark pupils were confused by the mention of ‘Knox Academy’. Both pupils rarely access 

Knox Academy and have maybe lost sight of the ‘bigger picture’ so next week I will be encouraging 

participation in lunch or other activities that will re-awaken their sense of belonging to the wider 

school community.  

Our vision at Knox Academy is always to choose kindness and create a respectful environment 

where staff and pupils can inspire each other to achieve their goals and become life-long learners. 

Last Friday afternoon the senior leadership team attended a CLPL session at Moray House entitled 

‘the Golden Mean’ https://postcardsfromscotland.co.uk/the-golden-mean– a collaboration of 

chapters by Carol Craig, Sue Palmer, Alan McLean et al exploring how we can strive to create a 

balance between challenge and support when faced with adversity on many different levels. We 

were reminded that it ‘takes a village (or community) to raise a child’ and when we heard of the 

incredible work that Hot Chocolate Trust (whose chapter is aptly entitled Community Approaches to 

Growing Resilience) has achieved in securing positive destinations for some young people, we are 

reminded that not only is it nigh on impossible for one person to manage challenging situations, in 

order for positive relationships to be established, a wide range of personalities with strong moral 

values need to be involved. And so it is at Meadowpark – we have a number of young people for 

whom anxiety becomes an over-riding factor in their capacity to manage, and therefore engaging 

the appropriate strategy and support is crucial to alleviating the symptoms of anxiety and helping a 

young person to move forward. I have to be honest and state that there are times when a quick text 

to or from a colleague who has built a relationship with a young person can subtly alter the potential 

for a decelerating situation that might otherwise have unfurled. 

We have had a busy Hallowe’en themed week with 3 Meadowpark pupils and staff attending the 

Knox Academy Hallowe’en Disco on Wednesday evening and today rounding off the week with a 

spooky thank you and farewell to the indomitable Ms Will who leaves us after 2.5years to pursue her 

passion for working with younger children in an outdoor environment. Had it not been for Ms Will 

we would not have a beautiful willow den, planters blooming with lavatera, begonia and pansies, 

and brightly painted pillars and we wish her all the very best in her new post and hope that her 

green fingers will find their way back here again to help with the planting of our trees. 

Have a peaceful week. 

Ms C. Prime 01.11.19 
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